1998 Kansas Skills Championships & Leadership Medalists

AIR COOLED GASOLINE ENGINE REPAIR
SECONDARY
1. JOSH BURNISON, WICHITA ATC
2. MIKE POWELL, WICHITA ATC
3. NATHAN STEINLE, GARDEN CITY HIGH SCHOOL

POST SECONDARY
1. NATHAN HART, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
2. JAY MENDER, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
3. BRAD LICKLISS, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE-BELOIT

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
SECONDARY
1. RYAN CARLSON, McPHERSON HIGH SCHOOL
2. ALAN MAILOUX, VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL CENTER, HUTCHINSON
3. ALEC DROWN, FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL, LAWRENCE

POST SECONDARY
1. TIM DEARING, PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY-2 YR.
2. MICHAEL O'DELL, PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY-2 YR.
3. BRIAN JAWORSKY, PRATT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION
SECONDARY
1. ANTHONY HARDING, SALINA AVTS

POST SECONDARY
1. ROBERT PAUL ATKINS, SALINA AVTS
2. SHAUN O'KEEFE, PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY-2 YR.
3. MIKE SCOTT, PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY-2 YR.

BRICK MASONRY
SECONDARY

POST SECONDARY
1. SHANE WOLFORD, FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, EMPIRIA

ADVERTISING DESIGN
SECONDARY
1. CHRIS D'ANGELO, SALINA AVTS
2. CRYSTAL TRAXAU, BROADMOOR TECHNICAL CENTER
3. JUSTIN WARNING, BROADMOOR TECHNICAL CENTER

POST SECONDARY
1. SHELLEY RATZLAF, FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE
2. JUSTIN OGLEBY, FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE
3. TRAVIS McKEE, SALINA AVTS

CARPENTRY
SECONDARY
1. SHAN EBLE, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE
2. JAY BLANKLEY, FLINT HILLS TECH COLLEGE, EMPIRIA
3. ZACH HANSEN, FLINT HILLS TECH COLLEGE, EMPIRIA

AVIATION MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY
SECONDARY
1. HOLIDAYE EVANS
2. ROCKY MARR
3. MIKE SEIDEL

COWLEY COLLEGE
ARKANSAS CITY

POST SECONDARY
1. CARROLL SHOUP
2. STEVEN FRENCH
3. TROY AYRES

CABINETMAKING
SECONDARY
1. JUSTIN AHRENS, EUDORA HIGH SCHOOL
2. PETER ROUSH, WICHITA AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
3. KEN HATRIDGE, KAW AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE, TOPEKA
CABINETMAKING (CONTINUED)

POST SECONDARY
1. JULIE WESTHOFF, PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY-4 YR.
2. DONALD ROBINSON, WICHITA AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
3. SHON GUNDERSOEN, WICHITA AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE

CULINARY ARTS

SECONDARY
1. GEORGIA ELLIS, KANSAS CITY AVTS
2. ADAM PRICE, KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA
3. AARON READ, BROADMOOR TECHNICAL CENTER

POST SECONDARY
1. C.W. MORGAN, KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA
2. JOHN LINSKY, KANSAS CITY AVTS

COMMERCIAL BAKING

SECONDARY
1. MINNIE FINNEY, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELoit

POST SECONDARY
1. SHAWNA BILTOFT, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELoit

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

SECONDARY
1. KENNETH SEEVER, NORTHEAST KANSAS AREA VOCATIONAL SCHOOL, ATCHISON
2. ADAM TOPE, BROADMOOR TECHNICAL CENTER, SHAWNEE MISSION
3. JON RAWLINGS, BROADMOOR TECHNICAL CENTER, SHAWNEE MISSION

POST SECONDARY
1. SPENCER PRICE, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELoit
2. JOSHDUA ACRES, SALINA AVTS
3. JUSTIN HIGHERBERGER, SOUTHWEST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, LIBERAL

COSMETOLOGY

SECONDARY
1. LATREENA LAMBERT, KANSAS CITY AVTS
   MODEL-ERICA CLARK
2. EBIENIE FOSTER, KANSAS CITY
   MODEL-LATSHA BAGBY

POST SECONDARY
1. JONI SLANEY, JOHNSON COUNTY CC-OVERLAND PARK
   MODEL-TALEASEHIA MILLIGAN
2. TERE KROLL, JOHNSON COUNTY CC-OVERLAND PARK
   MODEL-MARY CLARKSON
3. ANGELICA LEYVA, GARDEN CITY CC
   MODEL-SASHA KIRCHOFF

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

SECONDARY
1. BRAD DANIELS, PARSONS HIGH SCHOOL

COLLISION REPAIR

SECONDARY
1. JASON JONES, WICHITA ATC
2. ROGER BOSLEY II, WICHITA ATC
3. AUSTIN DOYLE, WICHITA ATC

POST SECONDARY
1. EUGENE ROWSON, WICHITA ATC
2. BRANDON HILL, WICHITA ATC
3. JOSE HOLGUIN, SOUTHWEST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, LIBERAL

DIESEL MECHANICS

SECONDARY
1. NEAL BLACK, SALINA AVTS
2. LUCAS POPE, NORTHEAST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, ATCHISON

POST SECONDARY
1. JUSTIN HOPP, SALINA AVTS
2. JON BALCH, SALINA AVTS
3. BRUCE LAURIE, SALINA AVTS
DRAFTING ARCHITECTURAL
SECONDARY
1. GLEN MILLER, HAYSVILLE-CAMPUS HS, WICHITA
2. ROBBY THAYER, HAYSVILLE-CAMPUS HS, WICHITA
3. TERESA REYNOLDS, WICHITA ATC

POST SECONDARY
1. CLAYTON SCHULER, NORTHEAST KANSAS AVTS, ATCHISON
2. ROBERT JEAUDON, FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, EMPIORIA
3. CATHERINE LINK, WICHITA ATC

DRAFTING TECHNICAL
SECONDARY
1. BILLI BALL, CAMPUS HS/HAYSVILLE
2. MIKE CRAWFORD, CAMPUS HS/HAYSVILLE
3. CARMEN DATSON, SOUTHEAST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, COFFEYVILLE

POST SECONDARY
1. TRACY CHADWICK, HUTCHINSON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
2. RANDALL ORMISTON, SOUTHWEST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, LIBERAL
3. KEVIN INGALLS, COWLEY COUNTY CC, ARKANSAS CITY

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT SERVICING
SECONDARY
1. DANIEL DANTIC, LABETTE COUNTY HS
2. JOSH COCHRAN, LABETTE COUNTY HS

POST SECONDARY
1. SCOTT RATHBUN, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
2. BRANDON JAGER, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
3. CHAD WOERNER, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
SECONDARY
1. JEFF WILSON, FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, EMPORIA
2. TREVOR ZIEGLER, FLINT HILLS TECH COLLEGE, EMPORIA
3. IAN YBARRA, LABETTE COUNTY HS

POST SECONDARY
1. JEFF MALKAMES, WICHITA ATC

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED)

POST SECONDARY
1. BRIAN LANEY, FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, EMPIORIA
2. LUKE WARKENTIN, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
3. SEAN SIMPSON, SOUTHEAST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, COFFEYVILLE

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
SECONDARY
1. JOSHUA BLAIR, TURNER HS, KANSAS CITY
2. MELISSA FARWELL, FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, EMPIORIA
3. ADAM MARCOTTE, VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL CENTER, HUTCHINSON

POST SECONDARY
1. JILL GOTTSCHALK, MANATTAN ATC
2. CURTIS CLEM, MANHATTAN ATC
3. ERIN ROLFFS, NORTHEAST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, ATCHISON

INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY

POST SECONDARY
1. WADE BURENHEIDE, FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, EMPIORIA

INDUSTRIAL MOTOR CONTROL

POST SECONDARY
1. CHRIS GOHEEN, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
2. CHRIS HELM, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
3. JAMES PORTER, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT

MOTORCYCLE SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
SECONDARY
1. EDDIE STILLWELL, WICHITA ATC
2. KENDALL SMITH, WICHITA ATC
3. JARAMIE COOL, WICHITA ATC

POST SECONDARY
1. JEFF MALKAMES, WICHITA ATC

-3-
RESIDENTIAL WIRING

SECONDARY
1. CHAD MATTHIAS, NORTHEAST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, ATCHISON
2. JAMES MAYFIELD, FLINT HILLS TECH COLLEGE, EMPORIA
3. CHAD SMITH, FLINT HILLS TECH COLLEGE, EMPORIA

POST SECONDARY
1. GREGORY BAKER, JR., NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
2. CHRIS LAUBACH, WICHITA ATC
3. ANDY BANMAN, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT

TECHNICAL COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

SECONDARY
1. CHRIS WHITWORTH, KANSAS CITY AVTS
2. EUGENE SMITH, SOUTHWEST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, LIBERAL
3. BRENDA IBARRA, KANSAS CITY AVTS

POST SECONDARY
1. DERRICK BOOS, NORTHEAST KANSAS AVTS, ATCHISON

TELEVISION PRODUCTION

POST SECONDARY
1. ANGELA BARNETT & DAN MCCAFFREY PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY-4 YR.
2. MARIO ORTEGA & AARON RUSSELL SOUTHWEST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, LIBERAL

WELDING

SECONDARY
1. TODD BECHTOLD, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE
2. CHAD BLACK, NEWTON HS
3. WAYNE YOSS, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE

POST SECONDARY
1. ALLAN THOMAS, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
2. JAIME VALDEZ, KANSAS CITY AVTS
3. TRACY KOERPERICH, NEWTON DIV.-HUTCHINSON CC

3D IMAGING AND ANIMATION

SECONDARY
1. JASON GALLAGHER/JAMES WEBSTER
2. JOHN HSU/JIM WEST
3. JAMES HEUBERGER/TRENT LO
   BROADMOOR TECHNICAL CENTER, SHAWNEE MISISON
LEADERSHIP

EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING

SECONDARY
1. JEROME ESTES, KAW AREA TECH SCHOOL, TOPEKA
2. JUSTIN WHITWORTH, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE
3. DOTTY MOLEET, KANSAS CITY AVTS

POST SECONDARY
1. JAMES MARKS, WICHITA ATC
2. CASSANDRA NICKELL, COWLEY COUNTY CC, ARKANSAS CITY
3. HARLAN OLTJEN, NORTHEAST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, ATCHISON

PREPARED SPEECH

SECONDARY
1. ANGELA GRAY, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE
2. DAVID OVERTON, MCPHERSON HIGH SCHOOL
3. TERESA REYNOLDS, WICHITA ATC

POST SECONDARY
1. JESSICA FERREE, COWLEY COLLEGE, ARKANSAS CITY
2. SHERBY BROGAN, COWLEY COLLEGE, ARKANSAS CITY
3. CASSANDRA KING, WICHITA ATC

JOB INTERVIEW

SECONDARY
1. JENE LAMB, LABETTE COUNTY HS, ALTAMONT
2. NATHAN McCUNE, LABETTE COUNTY HS, ALTAMONT
3. MICHELE LAMBERT, MANHATTAN ATC

POST SECONDARY
1. ANGELA STICH, KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA
2. MICHELL PARKER, GARDEN CITY CC
3. TREVER JONES, SOUTHWEST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, LIBERAL

JOB SKILL DEMONSTRATION A

SECONDARY
1. LINDSEY CRAIG, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE
2. KELLY WASSON, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE
3. ADAM PRICE, KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA

POST SECONDARY
1. C.W. MORGAN, KAW AREA TECH SCHOOL, TOPEKA
2. SHYLAH VAGHER, GARDEN CITY CC
3. BRIAN MILLER, SOUTHWEST KANSAS TECHNICAL SCHOOL, LIBERAL

JOB SKILL DEMONSTRATION B

SECONDARY
1. JEROME ESTES, KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA
2. THERESA OUDERKIRK, KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA

POST SECONDARY
1. MATT BLEIER, KAW AREA TECH SCHOOL, TOPEKA
2. STEVE LARSON, KAW AREA TECH SCHOOL, TOPEKA

JOB SKILL DEMONSTRATION-ACTION SKILLS

SECONDARY
1. LUKE YOUNT, JOHNSON COUNTY-TEC, OLATHE
2. JEFF BRANNAN, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE
3. JEREMIAH GANTOS, JOHNSON COUNTY-TEC, OLATHE

CLUB BUSINESS PROCEDURE

SECONDARY
1. LABETTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL, ALTAMONT

OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONY

SECONDARY
1. COWLEY COUNTY CC, ARKANSAS CITY

POST SECONDARY
1. COWLEY COUNTY CC, ARKANSAS CITY
2. WICHITA AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE

OUTSTANDING CHAPTER-MULTI SECTION

1. KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA

PROMOTIONAL BULLETIN BOARD

POST SECONDARY
1. KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA
2. MANHATTAN AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
3. WICHITA AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
QUIZ BOWL

SECONDARY
1. LABETTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL-I, ALTAMONT
2. LABETTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL-II, ALTAMONT

POST SECONDARY
1. COWLEY COLLEGE, ARKANSAS CITY
2. BARTON COUNTY CC, GREAT BEND

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT

POST SECONDARY
1. FLINT HILLS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, EMPORIA

KANSAS ONLY CONTESTS

AUTO PARTS MANAGEMENT

SECONDARY
1. ROBIN BELEW, PITTSBURG HIGH SCHOOL
2. BRENT ANDERSON, MCHENRY HIGH SCHOOL
3. ANDY WESTFALL, NEWTON HIGH SCHOOL

POST SECONDARY
1. CURTIS CAREY, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT
2. JOEY DAVENPORT, PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY 2 YR.
3. KEITH CULBERTSON, NCK TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BELOIT

BOARD ARCHITECTURAL

SECONDARY
1. BASIL SHERMAN II, CAMPUS HS/HAYSVILLE
2. DANNY SMITH, JR., CAMPUS HS/HAYSVILLE
3. DANIEL CREEKMORE, CAMPUS HS/HAYSVILLE

POST SECONDARY
1. NONE
2. NONE
3. TIAGO CRUZ KAW AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL, TOPEKA

BOARD MECHANICAL

SECONDARY
1. MATTHEW BOYCE, CAMPUS HS/HAYSVILLE
2. BENJAMIN KING, CAMPUS HS/HAYSVILLE
3. MIKE SWART, CAMPUS HS/HAYSVILLE
WRITTEN GENERAL

Auto Service Technology
Motor Vehicle Written

SECONDARY
1. Henry Freeman, Flint Hills Technical College, Emporia
2. Chris Becker, Garden City High School
3. Robin Belew, Pittsburg High School

POST SECONDARY
1. Scott Sands, Pittsburg State University-2 YR.
2. Joe Cybulski, Pittsburg State University-2 YR.
3. Richard Daughentz, NCK Technical College, Beloit

Employability Skills

SECONDARY
1. Justin Whitworth, Johnson County-Tec, Olathe
2. Clayton Eraas, KAW Area Tech School, Topeka
3. Benjamin Harding, SEK Tech School, Coffeyville

POST SECONDARY
1. Steve Larson, KAW Area Tech School, Topeka
2. Troy Teegardin, Dodge City CC
3. Chad Burman, Dodge City CC

General Related

SECONDARY
1. Shane Shepard, Labette County HS, Altamont
2. Ian Ybarra, Labette County HS, Altamont
3. Brett Anderson, McPherson High School

POST SECONDARY
1. Chris Goheen, NCK Technical College, Beloit
2. Jason Hinds, Dodge City CC
3. Jeremy Rosebrook, NCK Technical College, Beloit

Hand Math

SECONDARY
1. Ian Ybarra, Labette County HS, Altamont
2. Nathan Bloom, Eudora High School
3. Ryan Carlson, McPherson High School

Calculator Math

SECONDARY
1. Ian Ybarra, Labette County HS, Altamont
2. Daniel Dantic, Labette County HS, Altamont
3. Nickolas Buckley, Manhattan High School

POST SECONDARY
1. Joe Carrillo, Southwest Kansas Technical School, Liberal
2. Chris Helms, NCK Technical College, Beloit
3. James Marks, Wichita ATC

Metrics

SECONDARY
1. Josh Cochran, Labette County HS, Altamont
2. Ian Ybarra, Labette County HS, Altamont
3. Justin Whitworth, Johnson County Tec, Olathe

POST SECONDARY
1. Shaun Carter, SEK Technical School, Coffeyville
2. Mike Marvel, Cowley College, Arkansas City
3. Jeremy Rosebrook, NCK Technical College, Beloit

Safety

SECONDARY
1. Justin Whitworth, Johnson County-Tec, Olathe
2. Nathan Steinle, Garden City High School
3. Robin Belew, Pittsburg High School

POST SECONDARY
1. Clayton Erickson, NCK Technical College, Beloit
2. Shaun Carter, SEK Technical School, Coffeyville
3. Timothy Bailey, NCK Technical College, Beloit
SPELLING

SECONDARY

1. OWEN MEATS, PITTSBURG HIGH SCHOOL
2. IAN YBARRA, LABETTE COUNTY HS, ALTAMONT
3. MIKE SCRIBNER, EUDORA HIGH SCHOOL

POST SECONDARY

1. SHAUN CARTER, SEK TECH SCHOOL, COFFEVILLE
2. CASSANDRA KING, WICHITA ATC
3. JASON HINDS, DODGE CITY CC

VICA KNOWLEDGE

SECONDARY

1. DANIEL DANTIC, LABETTE COUNTY HS, ALTAMONT
2. JUSTIN WHITWORTH, JOHNSON COUNTY TEC, OLATHE
3. CHAD BLACK, NEWTON HIGH SCHOOL

POST SECONDARY

1. JULIE WESTHOFF, PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY-4 YR.
2. BRANDON WILL, HUTCHINSON CC, NEWTON
3. TIM DEARING, PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY-2 YR.